[Sensitivity of melanoma B16 side population to low- and high-LET radiation].
Cancer stem cells (CSC) found in multiple tumor types and cancer cell lines were shown to be more resistant to low-LET radiation in comparison to other cancer cells. Therefore, CSC are supposed to determine the long-term effect of cancer therapy. Research into the CSC sensitivity to high-LET radiation is of great interest because of the advances in hadron therapy. The aim of this investigation is to compare CSC and other cancer cell sensitivity to the low- (60Co gamma-rays) and high-LET (neutron) radiation. To identify CSC, we used the low cytometry-based side population (SP) technique based on the CSC capacity to produce the efflux of the vital dye Hoechst 33342. SP and non SP cells were sorted and exposed to gamma and neutron radiation at doses of 1-10 Gy and 0.1-4.7 Gy, correspondingly. We applied the colony-formation test to examine the SP and non SP survival rate after irradiation. It was shown that the sensitivity of SP to gamma-irradiation was lower than that of other cells: D0 average values (+/- SE) made up 2.3 +/- 0.3 Gy and 1.4 +/- 0.2 Gy, correspondingly (p = 0.047). The survival rate of SP and non SP did not differ after neutron irradiation. The values of relative biological effectiveness of neutron radiation relative to gamma-radiation at the D10 level were 2.6 for SP and 2.1 for other cells. The obtained results justify for the first time a high efficiency of application of neutrons in radiotherapy from the point of view of CSC elimination.